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Heavy Metal Music Preference
Delinquent Friends, Social '
Control, and Delinquency
SIMON I. SINGER
MURRAY LEVINE
SUSYAN JOU

COMMENTARY by Simon Singer
I first had the idea to look at the relationship between delinquency and music
preference after reading a New Yorker article in 1986 about Los Angeles suburban gangs. Within that excellent article by the journalist William Barich (1986),
I saw a dearly articulated hypothesis. I didn't need to go much further than that
to develop a theory about the possible effects of music on delinquency.
It so happened that the next year I was asked if I wished to do a "needs assessment" for a large suburban community. There was New York State agency
money available to conduct a survey for which I was given discretion as to how
to define the proposed assessment. I wanted not only to meet the agency's goal
of evaluating the concerns and interests of the town's youth, but also to assess
the extent to which youth were involved in a variety of delinquent behaviors.
The idea of linking music preference to self-reported delinquency through
the survey technique came about when we needed to figure out an incentive
that would lead to the participation of youth in the survey. We received a good
deal on music coupons from a major retail record store in the area. To close the
deal with the record store we asked that the store cashiers record the actual
'
music that was purchased on the returned incentive coupon. The survey also
asked music preference, and we felt that along with actual music purcha e
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of its various artifacts, which include not only music but styles of dress and
behavior.
We would like to see more research that takes into account what goes on in
the daily lives of youth. Not only do schools classify youth, but youth classify
themselves and they seem to do so with regard to music preference. How
strongly they identify with various forms of music is a critical part of how they
see themselves. Part of what is heard is heard for its entertainment value alone,
and would bear little significance except for the fact that it is associated with
other factors that attract youth to a particular kind of music. The fact that we
were able to show that the relationship between heavy metal and delinquency
is not direct would support those who argue that youth should feel free to hear
any kind of music they want. Music alone is not enough to make someone
delinquent according to our data .
.More research is needed on the cultural artifacts of our society and the
delinqu~nt cond~ct of its youth. Such data are not easy to obtain and require
us to thmk creat~vely about their measurement and analysis. It is important to
go beyond any simple explanation for delinquent behavior, and to apply the
advanced methodological tools of criminological research to understanding the
complex causes of delinquency and crime.
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!re, w c calls women whores, speaks of smashing
womens faces, and gomg for the jugular. 1 Gross further relates a Judas Priest's
hit album "Defenders of the Faith," which warns that" 'rising from the darkness where Hell hath no mercy and the screams of vengeance echo on forever
only those who keep the faith shall escape the wrath of the Metallian' ,,;
(p.123). Furthermore, Gr~ss's nonrepresentative sampling of heavy metal music
also includes the unpublished lyrics " 'Blessed are the wicked, cursed are the
weak,' "and" 'Your God is dead and now you die, Satan rules at last' "(p. 124).
Heavy metal, as a cultural artifact, is not just communicated in lyrical form.
It is also contained in distinct patterns of dress. For instance, some fans display a
runic lightning bolt, borrowed from the heavy metal group AC/DC's album
covers, Nazi Schutz Staffel and swastika designs, skeletons and death heads
(Gross 1990, p. 125). Moreover, some of the behavior of heavy metal performers communicates particular norms of conduct. As part of their performance,
heavy metal stars, at times, will dramatize bizarre forms of behavior. A widely
publicized example is when Ozzy Osbourne allegedly bit the head of a bat in
the middle of a concert and then received rabies shots afterwards (Barich 1986).
Although the act of biting a bat might be purely theatrical, it can be considered
entertainment only by particular segments of society.
Similarly, there are actual acts of violence reported among heavy metal fans.
In numerous concert tours, heavy metal means heavy security, particularly in
the wake of high rates of arrest and physical injuries among those attending the
concerts (Montgomery 1992). The security precautions that are required at
heavy metal concerts are surely much greater than those required at the philharmonic or ballet. It seems obvious that a proportion of youth present at heavy
metal concerts is different in their personal taste and behavior from youth attending the symphony. Moreover, parental concern about he.avy metal has le.d
to attempts to require parental permission to purchase certam types of music
that are considered offensive (see Arnett 1991).

*"Defenders of the Faith" by G. Tipton/R. Halford/K. Downing. 1984 EMI April
Music lnc./Crewglen Ltd./Ebonytree Ltd./Geargate Ltd. All Right Controlled ~d
AdministlTed by EMI April Mu ic Inc. All Right Re ervcd/lnternational Copynght

Secured/Used by Permi ~ion.
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In contrast to viewing the delinquent behavior of youth as either heightened or suppressed by their preference for heavy metal, a more complex model
would consider the effects of music in interaction with other indicators of
delinquency. Heavy metal may be related to delinquent behavior in interaction
with social control and peer group affiliations. The influence of social control
and culture is emphasized in Barich's analysis of violent delinquency among
suburban youth. Based on the interviews with Los Angeles suburban gang
members and gang workers, Barich (1986) suggests that heavy metal lyrics increase the likelihood of delinquent behavior among naive youth and youth low
in parental attachment and control.
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a means of mtegratmg adolesce?ts mto a c~mmon culture. Within this general
youth culture, subg,roups are umt~d ~y their taste for particular forms of music
(Willis 1990). Roes (1985) longitudinal survey data also show that music is a
vehicle for the expres~ion of adoles_cent group values and identity (p. 361). According to Roe, allegiance to particular youth groups is defined by clothing,
hair styles, attitudes, models of behavior, and musical preferences.
Thus a subcultural perspective leads us to suggest that patterns of delinquent
peer group involvement vary by heavy metal preference. Heavy metal music
should have no effect on the delinquent behavior of youth who are isolated from
other delinquent youth. In the words of Sutherland's theory of differential association, "the principal part of the learning of criminal behavior occurs within
intimate personal groups" (Shoemaker 1990, p. 152). Therefore, heavy metal
music should increase delinquent peer identification and delinquent behavior.
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METHOD
The Sample

In prino 19 7, w collected data on the deli~quent conduct of 705 suburban
hio-h chool y uth. The community from which we drew our sample is largely
affluent.2 Of the population, 95% was classified as White. It should also be
tre ed that the vast majority of heavy n1etal fans are White and that they are not
onfined to particular urban or suburban parts of the United States (Gross 1990).
We sampled 1,475 youth in public and ri te high chool from school
board lists. After receiving the con ent of th
mpled uth and their parents, we
were able to complete interview with 7 5 uth durina n ninstructional school
time. The youth were admini ter d th un
f ab ut 30 tudents.
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~ our sample is within 2% of th di tributi n in th t tal high 'hool populati~n. The percentage of boys and girl in th urv · i , •ithin 1tX) of th township population.
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Nearly half of all youth (48%) said they preferred musical gro
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the rock-pop category (e.g., Bonjov1, Genesis, U2, Phil Collins). An add. .
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19% preferred v1~tage. or c ass1c roe (e.g., The Who, Rush, The Grateful
Dead). Less than 1 % said they preferred classical music. About 7% preferred
heavy metal groups. The heavy metal category included such groups as Iron
Maiden, Motley Criie, Metallica, and AC/DC. 4
Stated music preference predicted the type of music youth purchased. As an
incentive for completing the survey, each youth was provided with a coupon redeemable for a tape or a record in a local chain of stores. 5 When the youth purchased the record, the cashier coded the album or tape cassette the youth
selected into specific music categories and placed these on the coupons, which
were returned to us. Among the youth who said they preferred heavy metal,
about half actually purchased a heavy metal album. If preferences were randomly related to purchases, we would expect only 7% to have purchased a
heavy metal album. We use musical prefere nee because we have more complete
data than if we relied on actual purchases. We assume that preference is related
to actual behavior, although it is quite possible that our heavy metal measure
does not tap the extent to which youth actually listen to heavy metal mus~c .
.In the following analysis, youth who listed a heavy metal group as their favorite were coded into a heavy metal preference category (1 = heavy metal
preference, 0 = others).
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substantially reduced. for example, the high:st correlat~on coefficient between
the standardized variables (including interaction terms) is .39, which is substantially less than the correlations for unstandardized interaction terms. We checked
the pattern of interactions by regressing delinquency on the raw scores separately for youth preferring heavy metal and non-heavy metal music. The pattern
and size of coefficients produced virtually identical estimates, so we feel confident in presenting the unstandardized coefficients based on standardized values.
Also, we examined the pattern of interactions in separate analyses, controlling for gender and age and type of offense, and found that the results do not
differ significantly. Higher order interactions are not presented here to simplify
the analysis, but they are available upon request. Furthermore, our hypothesized
relationships are not specific to gender or age characteristics.
Table 1 presents the unstandardized regression coefficients and their corresponding significant levels for regression models with and without interactions.
In .the main effects model without interactions, the significant predictors of
delinquency are school marks, school importance, delinquent friends, and heavy
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'T'able
1. Delinquency Regressed on Social C
1
•
dH
ontrol
Delinquent Peer, an
eavy Metal Prefere
'
variables, With and Without Interaction T;:s
variable
Parental Attachment
Parental Supervision
school Marks
School Importance
Delinquent Friends
Heavy Metal Preference
Parental Attachment X Metal
Parental Supervision X Metal

Main Effects

-.03
- .10
-.15*
-.25**
.57**
.13*

School Marks X Metal
School Importance X Metal
Delinquent Friends X Metal
Adjusted R2
Note:

.19

With Interactions

-.08
- .06
-.14

- .27**
.55**
.16
.07
- .23**
.22**
.05
.07
.22

Standardized effects are shown.

•p < .01; **p < .OS.

way interactions with heavy metal preference, only parental supervision and
school marks are significant in their effects on delinquency. The two-way interaction for heavy metal preference and parental supervision is in the expected direction. But the interactive effect of school marks with heavy metal on
delinquency is opposite from what was hypothesized. Moreover, contrary to expectations, the interaction between delinquent friends and heavy metal is not significant. This suggests that the effects of delinquent peers on delinquency are the
same for those youth who prefer heavy metal and youth preferring other kinds
of music.
Table 2 displays the standardized effects of heavy metal preference on delinquency for one standard deviation above and below the mean. In interpreting
the coefficients in Table 1, recall that all variables are standardized, with a mean
of zero and a standard deviation of one. The coefficients for the "main effect "
efer to the effect of each variable on delinquency when all other variables are
et at zero or their mean value. When all other variables are set at their mean,
eavy metal preference has a standardized effect of .16 on delinquency. Th cofficient for the interaction between heavy metal and parental supervision is
.23. This means that for every standard deviation increase in parental superviion, the effect of heavy metal preference on delinquency decrease by -.2~.
en parental supervision and all other independent variables are at the~r
iean, the effect of heavy metal on delinquency is .16. When parental upervtion is one standard deviation above it mean, the effect of heavy metal pr fernee on delinquency decreases to -.07 (.16 + -.23). Conversely, when parental
ontrol is one standard deviation below its mean, the effect of heavy metal on
elinquency increases to .39 (.16

+ .23).
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Mean-one SD

Mean
Mean+ one SD
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Mean-one SD
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· ·reportmg
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are
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. I bheavy metal
and have higher rates of delinquency appear to achieve relanve y etter grades
in school.

SUMMARY
The results of this analysis provide mixed support for the hypothesized interactive effects of heavy metal preference. We found support for the main effects of

heavy metal preference on delinquency controlling for other important indicators. In partial support of Barich's observation on the relationship between
heavy metal _and delinquency, we found support for that part of our hypothe~s
that dealt with parental supervision. Youth who preferred heavy metal music
an_d were low m parental supervision had higher rates of delinquency. However,
t~ was not the case for parental attachment Moreover contrary to Barich's
point about intelr
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NOTES
1. Originally we had quoted directly from t~e Mode~ Criie s~ng. But at the time of publication permission was denied by representatives of Motley Crue. Thus we paraphrase the
song that Gross quotes. However, this illustrates part of the difficulty in publishing research
on popular forms of culture.
2. Parents of youth surveyed were asked to indicate their occupational class. Fathers are
largely in occupational positions of employers or managers (73%). The remaining proportion are equally divided among employee and self-employed occupational positions. The
proportion of unemployed fathers in the survey is 6%.

3. The following music groups were classified as "heavy metal": AC/DC, Black Sabbath,
Deep Purple, Dokken, Iron Maiden,Judas Priest, Mahles, Metallica, Motley Criie, Primitive
Urges, Scorpions.
4· We realize tha~ there is some debate as to classification of heavy metal groups. Such

ghroups can be delineated further into lighter forms of heavy metal (e.g. BonJovi) and
eavy heavy metal (e g M lli ) '\vr
'
· h b
·d
· ·• eta ca · vve prefer to confine our analysis to what rrug t e
cons1 ered as heavy hea
l Als 0
Megadeath Nuclear vy meta.·.
, current popular heavy metal groups, such as
ular at th '.
f Assault, Smc1dal Tendencies and Motorhead may not have been pop' in 1987.
R e time o the survey, w h'IC h was conducted
5· ecall the survey was
I
.
.
comp eted m 1987, before the popularity of compact discs.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. What was the purpose of the
study? What was the primary
question that the authors wished
to address in the study?

As discussed by the authors, why
might one suspect that preference
r certain forms of music might
e related to delinquency?

3. Describe the data collection process. How were the data that were
analyzed in the study collected?
4. According to the authors, ~oes listening to heavy metal m~s1c lead
to, or cause, delinquency. Why or
why not?

